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Banking, Finance and Taxation

· Derivatives

· Foreign Exchange

· Taxes and Duties

· Mergers

· Technology in Finance

· Crypto Currency

· Investment in MNCs

· Foreign Direct Investment

Guidelines to Authors:

Authors are required to submit the abstract of the 

paper as word document with a maximum of 300 

words to the conference e-mail. The abstract and full 

paper should consist of Author's name, Affiliation, 

Designation, e-mail, Phone no., Sub theme, Title and 

Key words. Full paper should be of maximum 3000 

words with APA style reference list, Times New 

Roman font type, size 12 with heading 14, 1.5 line 

spacing with 1 inch margin space. Up to three 

authors are allowed for each paper.

Conference Publication: Accepted papers will be Conference Publication: Accepted papers will be 

released as ISBN publication during the released as ISBN publication during the 

conference. Selected papers will be published in an conference. Selected papers will be published in an 

ISSN journal of B-Digest Publications Nagercoil. At ISSN journal of B-Digest Publications Nagercoil. At 

least one author needs to register for the least one author needs to register for the 

conference to qualify for the publication.conference to qualify for the publication.
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conference. Selected papers will be published in an 
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conference to qualify for the publication.

BEST PAPER AWARD FOR 
STUDENT PRESENTERS

· Artificial Intelligence in the field of lnternational Trade

· Importance of Business Intelligence in the global market

· Innovations and Digitalization of International Business

·�Business and data analytics 

·�Topics are not confined to the above mentioned sub-themes·�Topics are not confined to the above mentioned sub-themes·�Topics are not confined to the above mentioned sub-themes

Innovation & Digitalisation

· Logistics and e-commerce

· Technological innovations in Marketing

· Green marketing feasability

· Service marketing

· SAP centric supply chain

· Neuro Marketing

· Gamification and HR· Gamification and HR

· Knowledge management· Knowledge management

· Sexism at workplace· Sexism at workplace
· E-HRM· E-HRM
· Value based HRM· Value based HRM

· Human Resource Accounting· Human Resource Accounting

· Gamification and HR

· Knowledge management

· Sexism at workplace
· E-HRM
· Value based HRM

· Human Resource Accounting

Marketing and Logistics Management

Business Dynamics and Human ResourceBusiness Dynamics and Human ResourceBusiness Dynamics and Human Resource



Students   : Rs.     500

Academicians  : Rs.  1,000

Industry   : Rs.  1,500

Publication Fees  : Rs.     700

Last date of abstract submission      : 30  November 2019

Acceptance of Abstract                      : 05  December 2019                      

Last date for sending full paper        : 15  December 2019        

Acceptance of full paper by               : 20  December 2019

Last date for registration                   : 15   January   2020
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